


 Integrated solution for:

◦ Flexible mapping and combining different information sources to one Xml 
based data store

◦ Fast information retrieval

◦ Http-based access for flexible content dissemination

◦ Image server integrated



 Map and combine multiple offline and online data-sources to 
structured hierarchical Xml

◦ Database acces: Ado & ODBC, direct access to Sql-server, MySql, 
Oracle

◦ Marc

◦ Xml files (local & remote)

◦ OAI

◦ SRU

◦ Adlib

◦ Local documents using IFilter interface

 Target Xml is flexible; can conform to standards (e.g., SKOS, 
Qualified Dublin Core, CDWA Lite)



 Integrated scripting environment for advanced data 
manipulation

 Combine multiple data sources

◦ Compare to SQL inner join, but on different sources using Xpath 
specification

 Example:

◦ Combine local collection database (Sql-server on Intranet) with 
remote social tagging database (MySql on webserver) and remote 
Xml-based thesaurus

 Relate records dynamically during indexing

◦ E.g., to highlight thesaurus-terms in object descriptions





 Sub-second, field-based Full Text Search

 Advanced search options

◦ Phrases, whole-field matching, wildcard matching, proximity

 Auto-suggest functionality based on NGrams

 Spelling suggestions

 Facetted search and filtering

 Relevance ranking (ranking can be influenced by additional 
queries)

 Hit highlighting & hit summarization

 Support for stemming (multiple languages)

 Optimized for performance; no caching or cache-warming 
necessary



 One index, one server instance, multiple Http-servers for 
multiple target audiences

◦ Filter-queries to limit results for specific audience

◦ XSLT to support different standards from one base index

 Support for CCXML, OAI, SRU 1.1

 Support for distributed search





 Multi-resolution tiled images
◦ Get any image in any resolution and any 

size

◦ Border & passe-partout around images for 
consistent presentation

◦ Text and image overlays for copyright 
messages

◦ Ajax based zoom applet



 Integrated ASP-like scripting environment to create stand-
alone solution, e.g., collection-site on USB-stick

 Integration with Joomla & Mediawiki

 Code available for, e.g., .Net & PHP

 Javascript library for Ajax based integration of search in 
website (under development)
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